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Yazidis, Whites Are The Race Of Satan

This is the answer to a question on the Yazidis I gave in one of the threads on the forum:

The symbol of the Yazidi, one of the cuneiform symbols is the name of Istar who is the Aryan
Goddess of Spring, Easter in Europe.
Adamu is the name of the first being Enki created in Sumeria and this is Adimu in the east. Adam is
also Atum in Egypt the T and D are double letters and can be exchanged. Adimu in Sanskrit is the
name of primordial Shakti energy. The serpent energy.
Sheik Adi of the Yazidi is spelled Shak Adi by the Yazidi Shakti Adi, the Ti on the end just denotes
the feminine energy in Hinduism. Shak Adi is a name of the serpent energy as well. Shak Adi is also
stated to be an incarnation of Melek Taus.
This is symbolic for the risen-serpent and transformed soul. Shak Adi was a person who was an
ascended master.
In the Yazidi records is an important event, Shiek Adi saw Melek Taus appear before him as a
radiant Nordic-being surrounded by Peacock feathers who gave him a prophetic-vision of the Fall
of the Jewish race and their programs-of-control. And out of this the Children of Shaitan would rise
to dominate the new world to come.

The Yazidi on the esoteric level state they come from Shaitan mixing of a drop of seed of Adam in a
jar planted under a tree for nine months, this is openly alchemical in symbolism.
Adimu, is the Serpent-Energy of Shaitan coming up from the root chakra and transforming the soul,
which is the symbolic Tree.
The Yazidi have an esoteric and exoteric culture. In the symbolic, the seed is the Bindu, the golden
drop of the soul. They received their soul and physical being from Shaitan.
The hidden name of the Yazidi God is Aivas, which is arranged to A SHIVA to reveal the hidden
name. In south India, the ancient religion on the Siddas was called A SHIVAM. Shiva is also called
SATA SHIVA in Hinduism. Which in Sanskrit is also Satan Shivam. In Hinduism, Shiva is called
"Swarupa" which means "The White God". Which is a racial term as the Indians called the
Europeans the "Swarupas". For this reason.
They also state in the literal exoteric sense they were directly physically created by Shaitan and they
are descended from Shaitan. And yes, they do state they call Melek Taus, Shaitan, which is Arabic
for Satan. And that it was Shaitan who taught them the knowledge of ascension to the Siddie state.
They call Him Satan, Shaitan because this is His ancient name. In Hinduism, Satanama is the
highest name of God and the most holy mantra in the original form of Yoga, kundalini [Kriya] yoga.

As Laurence Gardener showed in his book: Genesis Of The Grail Kings:
"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea[ my note, Sumeria] He had been called
Shaitan."
Shaitan was also the name of Him in the Pagan-Sumerian world of the Aryans. The Sumerians
stated Shaitan created them in His image and called them the Ari, Ara, the ancient term of Aryan.
The Sumerians were White as well.
The ancient Sumerians:
“”These blue eyed statues (pictured below) are of Sumerians from the early/mid 3rd millennium
BC. "...they [the Sumerians] certainly belong to the same racial division of mankind as the nations
of Europe, they are scions of the Caucasian stock" - Arthur Keith (quoted in Ur Excavations,
1927)””

The Yazidi came from Northern India, there are words in their hymns that only exist in the Rig Veda
which is the most ancient and Founding Text of Hinduism, and the Peacock in not native to the near
East.
It’s stated by anthropologists, that the Yazidi are the Founding People of Hinduism. The Yazidi
women still dress in the traditional-Hindu dress of India for their rituals and the Seven Sanjaks they
carry once a year in procession is common in the Hindu Temple.
The Yazidi Elders also state that they came out of India.
In the parts of India that Hinduism in it’s most ancient form, survived in the Original God of
Hinduism, has the serpent and Peacock for symbols - the same symbols of the Yazidi God, Shaitan.
Melek Taus means King Peacock, not angel.
The Sanjak procession of the Yazidi can be seen on ancient Assyrian and Babylonian frescos.
Of the six other Gods that comes from Melek Taus, one of them is Shammash - the ancient Pagan
Sun God.
The Yazidi calendar is also seven thousand years old. Which pre-dates anything the Jews claim by
thousands of years.
The Yazidi state they are the first people on Earth and that they are an Aryan People, they are called
“The Blonde Blood Line” in the Middle East, and the oldest Religion.
Their name, Yazidi, is from “Ya Siddhie” the ancient name of the Gods. Also of the Aryan God,
Satan, who created them as well.
A Yazidi child:

The White Race are the direct Children of Satan, even the Jews state this in their own texts openly.
And this is why they are ordered to exterminate the White Race in the Jewish texts.
What sense does it make to worship our Jewish enemies and their Blasphemey against us and our
living Gods and Creator Satan? In their book of Jewish Witchcraft “”the Bible””... And bow before
the icon of our literal extermination, that of Yashua Ben Yahweh, the foul lie of Christ?
The Jewish bible celebrates the extermination of Aryan Peoples, from Egypt to Persia to Canaan,
and the destruction of the Great Aryan Empires, in the book of Daniel. Thus setting up a powerful
subliminal spell for the destruction of the Aryan Race. The Bible ends with the Jewish god returning
to destroy all the Gentile nations in a Jewish messianic Race War, then ruling the ruins from the
“new Zion” with the 144,000 Jewish-elect who are the twelve tribes of Israel, the Jewish Race.
Which is what the Jewish messiah does in the Talmud and Torah.
It’s no mistake that the final book of the Bible this happens is openly written to connect to the Book
of Daniel in the Old Testament. The total destruction of the Aryan world.
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